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MBt)ULE 1

Language Teaching

di

E TNTREDUtrTIENrc 
Bambang setiya

5fl his module is the first module of Teaching English as a Foreign
JL Language Two (TEFL 11). The first aim of this module is to provide a

brief history of language teaching. The second aim is to describe the concepts
of approach, method, and technique and the relationship among the three
concepts. The iast aim of this chapter is to differentiate betw'een teaching
English as a foreign language like the case of English in the Indonesian
context and teaching English as a second 1anguage in a country like
Malaysia.

This module is meant to provide you with background knowledge which
is needed to understand the other following modules in this subject. Without
understanding this module you will pr:obably find some difficulties in
understanding the content of each other module since the contents of the
other following modules are related to some of the content of the first
module, especially the concepts of approach, method, and techniques, which
are presented in the this module.

After reading this module, you are expected to be able:
1. to describe in brief the history of language teaching;
2. to mention the pioneers in language teaching;
3. to describe the relationship of approach, method, and technique, and

develop techniques from approach;
4. to differentiate between Teaching English as a Foreign Language

(TEFL) and Teaching English as a Second Language (TESOL).

By understanding this module, you, language teachers are also expected
to be able to develop your own teaching techniques that you believe effective
in making your students learn English optimally. you may choose methods
to teach English to your students or develop your own techniques based on
theories of language and language learning that you prefer. Besides
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developing your own techniques, you may also consider the factors that
determine the success of the English learning in the Indonesian contex( in
which the students learn English as a foreign languagq not as a second
language.

In order that you will find it easy to understand the content of this module,
you are suggested:
I- to carefully read the introduction so that you have a clear picture of the

purpose of this module;
2. to read this module at glance to find difficult words or new terms and

then consult your dictionary;
3- to understand all concepts presented in this module by reading the

concepts yourselves and then discuss what you have understood with
your peers, your teachers or your futors-

I:2
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UNIT I

The History of Language Teaching

Cll'n: history of Ianguage teaching presented in this book has been mostly

^*,:Ol?red 
from tvtack"y (1975) and Richards and Rodgers (1986 and2001)' The development is presented chronologicaly so that the history ofIanguage teaching caa be easiry traced back from the past. some ways ofteaching foreign languages adapted from the book are not necessarirymethods; they may be simpry coilections of some lessons of teachingexperiences' Therefore, the presentation of the history of lang,age teachingin this chapter does not impry the deveropment of teaching methods.

A. BEFORE THE NINETEENTfl CENTTIRY

The beginning of foreign ranguage teaching might not be separated fromthe Roman Empire when the Romans studied Greek as their second languageThev su-rdied Greek by inviting Greek tutors .r;;;;;;:aking
servants in the househord. Fi,aily, peoples in Europe began to rearn anotherforeign language and think about Ianguage teaching methods. The firstconcern with language-teaching method in ELope had, to do with teaching ofLatin. The teaching of Latin began with expansiron of the Roman Empire. Asthe empire expanded, people b"s* to rearn Latin unt, that language becamethe international language of the Western World, which was the language ofchurch and state at that time. soon the r*guug" was widery used andbecame the onry medium of instruction in the sJous. This made peoplelearn the language as a subject and the methods were mosfly limited to Latingrammar for clerics to speak, read, and write in th"i;;;;o^i"r*"r", ,n.Ianguage in which nearly all academic learning was done. This could be thefirst way of teaching a foreign language.

The Latin which was taughi at schoors was Latin which was writtenseveral centuries older than the Latin spoken in academic Europe at that time.old Latin was considered very compricated and the mastery of the ianguagewas no longer practicar- The purpose of learning Latin at that time was onrythe preparation of reading ul. Luti, crassics. At that time there were anumber of attempts to improve the teaching of Latin by doing awaywith theIearning of grammar. one prominent schorar \^/ho attempted to improve the
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teaching Latin grammar was Di Marinis (1532), as well as Luther, who was
opposed to too much formal grammar and to the teaching of rules. The
improvement of teaching a foreign language was also suggested by a Czech
educatoq Jan Comenius (1631), who used rmitation, repetition, and plenty of
practice in both reading and speaking. He was also the one who first
attempted to teach grammar inductively and to teach language through
pictures.

The emphasis of language teaching changed by the time. Up to the last
quarter of the eighteenth century the usual practice in schools was to translate
from the second langr.rage into the first. Translation way already took the
position of teaching grammar. This method of teaching was associated with
the work of Meidenger, who in 1783 published the writing which advocated
translation into the second language through the application of rules of
gr:rmmar. With the coming of the Grammar Translation Method, the teaching
of Latin grammar had become an end itself. The teaching of Latin grammar
had become formalized into sort of intellectual exercises_

At the treginning of the nineteenth century the teaching of foreign
languages was, done by providing language learners with texts based on
simple sentences containing most of the grammatical features of the target
langrrage. At that time a foreign language was taught by using the first
language to acquire the foreign language. The scholar who advocated this
method was Karl Plotz (1819-8 1). His mettrod was divided into two parts: 1)

rules and paradigms, and 2) sentences for translation into and out of the
second language. This might be the introductionof the Grammar kanslation
Method

B. AFTER THE NINETEENTE CENTURY

The language teaching which emphasized grammar and translatioo was
soon criticized and a new method was introduced. In 1867 Claude Marcel
advocated the abolition of translation and grammar rules and the teaching of
language first through comprehension of texts. He suggested the teaching of
language through abundant listening then through the reading of simple and
familiar material, followed later by speaking and uniting. As a reaction
against the grammar translation method, in 1866 Heness had started a private
school for teaching languages by a natural method, whose assumption is that
language learners learn a foreign language in the way as same a child learn

4i
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the first ranguage. In lgg0 Francois Gouin also added a new erement toIanguage teaching: physicar activiry. The idea proposed by Gouin wasrelatively new at that time but it was first ignored. At the same dme thereaction to the grammar transration methoJdso came from vietor. Heproposed a new approach to language teaching by using the spoken turrgr*g"as a starting point and providing descriptit e prronetics. rn his approach newmateriars were taught through gestures and pictures and through the use ofwords already known- The grammar was arso taught but done in inductiveway through the study of texts- His approach was arso known as the phonetic
Method or Reform Method. The methods proposed by Gouin and vietormight have given rise to the Direct Method.

At the beglnning of the fw,entieth the Direct Method had a definitepattern and the term "f)irect Method,' was estabrished. The methodmaintained thq principle that no use of the leamers, language, the typicar textstarted with the 
fpoken languagg and reading and writing came later.However, as the principles of 

-thebirect 
Methodspread there wasmore and more compromise with them in order to meet the growingdemands for measurabre standards of accuracy. The deveropment of theprinciples incruded vocaburary exercise aad systematic drins of gramrnar.Even' at a more advanced le'el transiation was included. At all levels cer[ainstandards of correcfttess were required. Finally, the Direct Method almost lostits typical features.

rhe Direct Method was finaily developed in different directions indifferent bounties- In Germany, the modification of the Direct Method took aform of Eclectic Method, which was the combination of the Direct Methodand the Grammar Transration Method.In Engrand the Direct Method waswidely used but people gradually drifted back to some forms of grammartranslation approach- In Bergium trre method had a compromise with theNatural method- rn the usA *e Direct Method was not popurar andAmericans tried out the nerv "reform" method, a method which was similar tothe Direct Method.
The Direct Methd, whose objective was the ability in using thelangrrage orally, was finaily reevaruated in the usA. It was berieved thatstudents only wasted their time in schools in trying to achieve somethingimpossible: speaking in the target ranguage. rt wourd be usefirl if they learnedsomething attainabre: reading in the target ranguage. This assumption gave away to the Reading Method. However, fie neadtig Methoddid not last very
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Iong' The method rvas unsuccessf*r in preparing peopre to communicate inthe target language when the usA government neeaed its people to masterforeign languages for international communication in short time. This ideawas caused by the need to make the usA Army abre to speak foreignlanguages which were spoken in other parts of the world This conditiontriggered the governmeot to think about a new method of teaching foreignIanguages rn 1942 a new method was estabrished and named the Armyspecialized Training Prograrn (ASTP), cr often called the Army Method- Thismethod was the embryo of the Audio_Lingual Method.

C. THENEWERA

Teaching methods are the apprications of theoreticar findings; they mayhave developed from theori"* unJ then put into pracJce. The second half ofthe twentieth century has given new language teaching methods. one of thenew methods that has been weil known and used internationalry is Audio_Lingral Method- It seems that the method is the onry method that has beendeveloped very well. The USA government funded the project of developingthe method- Many people invorved in the project. Not onry ranguage teachersbut also linguists and psyrchorogists were invorved in the project. Finary, in1960's the method ,*as widery adontl! for teaching foreign languages inNorth American colleges and universities. It prorrijea the methodorogicalfoundations for materiars for the teaching of foreign ,anguages at corege anduniversity lever in the USA and canadq and its principres formed the basis ofsuch widely used series as the Lado rngisrr s"ri.s and Engrish 900(Richards and Rodgers, 19g6: 4g). These materiars are stiil in use today.Not long after the emergence of the Audio-ringnt Methad,some othernew methods have been deveroped. The new methlds have been deveropedbased on theories of the language and theories of language teaching orIearning- The new methods -to mention some- are the sirent way ofGattegno, the community r^anguage Learning of ctrrran, the Toat physical
Response of Asher, ngge stopediiof tozanoi and communicotive LanguageTeaching. It is interesting t[at *ort of ,h. *;;;;, ;;t. deveroped in theusA one of method mentioned suggestopedia-t*u, o"rr"toped in EastEuropean countries and communicatio" Lung*g" rrotiog in Engtand. Atglance the new methods are different one from another, or different from thetraditional methods. If we compare their underryi";;;l;";pres, rhese merhods

6
-: i::::::i_-!:.::!r_.r.ii_
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have many things iu common with the traditionar other methods. or, the newmethods may have__been deveroped from the traditionar methods. Forexampre, the silent way and the Total physicar n"rponr", two of the newmethods, seem to share a principre that ihe o.r"ni. of physicar objectspromotes leanring- AIso, the activities. in the T.rd ;;;;icar response cannotbe easily distinguished from those of the Gouin ,n"*,oi, which used physicalactivities to present language materiars. The comm,rnity Language Learning,n'hose language syiiabus cornes from the students, 
"u#o, be separated fromthe unit metfiod, which trusted its syilabus on a vote by Ianguage learners.

E AcTrvrr.,.
:

untuk memperdalam pemahaman Anda mengenai materi di atas,kerj akanlah latihan berikut !

t) 
ffi;was 

the pulpose of teaching Latin and how was Latin taughr at that
2) Mention two of &e pioneers who improved the teaching of foreignIanguages for communication? And deseribe in short their ide as ofteaching a foreign language
3) How was a language teacher expected to teach another language basedthe suggestion proposed by Vietor?4) what consideration was ur.j by the usA government to be involved infinding an efGctive way to teach arott ".iun;;;;5) 

ffi*r*:difference 
u"t*.o the traditionui *irlrods and rhe newry

Key to Activity

The purpose of teaching Latin at that time nas onry the preparation ofreading the Latin crassics. At that time Latin *u, t rght by fiocusing onLatin grammar and presented as one of the subjects of the schoor.There were severar pioneers ndro i*p.or"d th; ;ching of foreignIanguages for communication. The foilowing are the pioneers who haddone the improvement:
a) Jan comenius (r63I), who suggested the improvement of teaching aforeign ranguage tkough imit#on, :repetition and plenty ofpractice

l)

2)

i,
\7 i
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Approach, Method, and Technique

ffi wro^ch, method and technique are the three terms which are often
.'X o overlapped in language teaching. People often mention one of them but
they refer to another. Ev'eq people tend to use the term method for all of the
three' Some people think that they refer to the same concept: a procedure of
teaching a language. Are the three terms the same or different? Aathony
(cited in Richards and Rodgers, 200I: 19) attempted to clarifu this difference.
According to Anthony, the three have hierarchical arrangement. Approach isthe level of theories, inethod is the pla, of language teaching which is
consistent with the theories, and techniqu", 

"u.ry- 
out a method. In other

words, the arrangement of the three is that- approu"i, i, axiomatic, methoci is
procedural and technique is implementation.

An approach is a set of correlative as;umptions dealing with the natureof language and the nature of language learning, and teaching. Approach is
the le'el at rvhich assumptions and beliefs about language, Ianguage learning,
and language teaching. Different people may agree with ditrerent beliefs andassumptio.s' dealing with the nature of la'guage, Iearning, and teaching.
assurnptions or beriefs may be taken for granted. reopte do not have to come
to an agreement about the assumptions. Therefore, in ianguage teaching thereare different assumptions about language and language teaching. Richards
and Rodgers (2001 : 20-21) states that at least there ur" thr"" diffeient views
of the nature of language, namery: the structurar view, the functionar view (ornotional view) and the interaction view- The structural view sees language asa system of structurally related elements. The functional view-rlards
language as a vehicle for the expression of functionar meaning. This view
emphasizes not only elements of grammar as the structural view das but alsotopics or concepts that language learners need to communicate about. Thethird view is the interaction view, it views that language is a vehicle for the
reE'Liz'ation of interpersonar rerations and social interactions between
individuals. The three different views of ttre nature of ranguage wilr read
people to have different assumptions about what language is anJ finafiy willproduce different methods in language teaching. For example, teaching
methods that have been developed based on the structural view suggest
Ianguage teachers to select their teaching materials based on grammatical
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considerations- They will serect the erements of grammar and then put themin gradation for the whole plan of their teaching. rh" evaluation of theteaching and rearning process w,r also be based"on g.u**atical point ofview. In consequence, the items of the test in the evaruation wilr bcgrammatically oriented' This is also the case with other methods that havebeen developed based on the other two views of the nature of language.
As mentioned earrier approach arso incrudes assumptions about languagelearning and language teaching. Assumptions abcut the nature of language inthemselves are not complete and need to be supported by theories aboutleaming or teaching. There are many theories or t*-ing and teaching.Richards and Rodgers (200r: 22) su-egest that a learning theory underrying anapproach or method' responds to two questions: l) what are thepsycholinguistic and cognitive processes involved in ranguage learning, 2)what are the conditions that nled to be met in order for these learningprocesses to be activated- [n generar an approach has the answers to the twoquestions but certain methods may onry emphasize one of the twodimension.s. From assumptions about language and language rearning, amethod wilr be deveroped. There can be *uny methods within one approach.Different rnethods derive from differeni theories or assumptions aboutthe nature of ran€page. The assumptions about the nature of language can bedifferent because- different peopre may agre€ with certain assumptions whiresome other people may agree with othei assumptions. They do not have toargue whlr some of people agee with the assumptions that they maydisagree- The assumptions berow may be the commoo.**r,nprions about thenature of language.

1' Language is a group of sounds with specific meanings and organized bygrammatical rules (The Silenr Way).2' ranguage is the everyday spoken utterance of the average person atnormal speed (Audio Lingual Method).3' r,anguage is a system for the expression of meaning (communicative
Language Teaching).

4' Language is a set ofgrammaticar rures and language consists of la^lguagechunks (Total Physical Response) 
Y ' Yv^'vrero vr r*'5ua

As stated earrier, principres in teaching a foreign ranguage are deveropedfrom an axiom about language. The fo*owing principres have been

9
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developed from an axiom that ranguage is a group o1f sourtds v,ith specific
meoings ard organized by grammatical rules.
t- The syllabus is composed of linguistic structures.
2- Language is first learned as sounds and then associated with meanings.
3- The repetition of the teaching materials is based on linguistic structuies.

The three principles mentioned impiy tirat the lang-rage teaching shoui<i
be presented through a syllabus that is arranged based on grammatical point
dview- The presentation of materials in teaching a language is not always
erranged in this way. In arranging teaching materials, there are some other
*zyq which are called types of syllabus. There are some types of syllabus,
rfrich have been developed from different assumptions about the nature of
hngr-rage, and each type of syllabus will characterize a method. The
dfrfference among them will be discussed later in this module.

Theories of learning and teaching also suggest the principles of a
rcdtod- Richards and Rodgers (2001) state that the theories of learning and
taching may respond two questions, namely a) what are the psycholinguistic
ad cognitive processes invorved in language iearning and b) what are the
mditions that need to be met in order for these learning prooesses to be
*ivated. The following assumptions relate to theorie, or t**ing and
ading.
l- Lcarning is facilitated if language learners discover rather than repeat

and remember without understanding what is to be learned (silent wuviL l-earning involves the unconscious functions, as well as the conscious
fu nctions (Suggestopedia).

3- The nonns of the society often block the process of learning
(Suggestopedia).

t l-anguage learning will take place if language learners maintain their
feeling of security (Community Language Learning).

5- r^anguage learning is a process of habit formation (Audio Lingual
Method).

Assumptions about learning and teaching, which have been developedtm theories in psychology, seem to develop faster than those about ihedrre of language. The assumptions about leaming mentioned above are not* mly assumptions about learning. There are still some other assumptions- - fiay be different from one another; even one may be contradictory to

TEFL .I 3
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another. Together with the assumptions about the nature of language, theassumptions about learning will differentiate one method from another. Somemethods may have similar assumptions, while some other methods have
di fferent assumpti ons.

How an assumption about ranguage rearning wilr be deveroped into the

nl^"-,1,:_r.3,f l 
mettrod will be.presented as fo,o*r. f,o. example, people whobelieve with an assumption that learning is focilitated rf tanguage learner,c

he Jearned may develop the following principles.
1- Languageis taught with physical objects.
2' Language is presented by problem solving involving the material to belearned,
3. Meaning is made clear by providing contexts, not through transration.4. The students are provided with a lot of practice without emphasizing

repetition.

The assumption about language learning that has been developed into thefour principles may be deveroped into other prir,ciples depending on theteacher's creativity and experience. The principles mentioned above areexamples of how an approach is developed into principres that finailycharacterize a method in teaching a foreigrrt*guug. since there are rnanyassumptions in language teaching ther a.e urJ ,,Ioy methods that peopremay agree or disagree.
As stated before, approach is the level of theories and method is the pranof language teaching which that is consistent with the theories. Methodshould come after approach because the pran of language teaching shourd bedeveioped from theories on the nature of ranguage 

"na 
t*grage learning.Theq what does the term "method" mean? -t.rr[oa, 

may mean differentthings to different people (Mackey, lg75:155). For some, it means a set ofteaching proce&rres; for others, the avoidonce ,f t ""h:;;;;;;;;;r_"ao,somq it is the r!*"ry of a rangrage skir; for others, 
"ii 

i, ,n" jp) )*omount of vocabalary and sfiacture. Different rn"aring, of ,,method,, 
can beinferred from tle names of the methods. The term uirethod,, in the DirectMethod may refer to a singre aspect of language teaching: presentation ofmaterial' nMethodn in the Reading Method refers to the emphasis of a singrelanguage skill: reading while in tt e Grammar Transration Method, ,,method,,

refers to the emphasis of the teaching materials.

11
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According to Mackey (1975: r57), ail teaching whether good or bad,
must include some sort of selection, some sort or gradation, some sort ofpresentation, and some sort of repetition. It includes selection because we
cannot teach the whole aspects of language; we have to select the part that wewish to teach- It includes gradation because we cannot teach all of what wehave selected at once; we have to put something one after another. It alsoiocludes presentation because we cannot teach the ianguage without
mmmunicating it to other people; we have to present what we have selectedto others' Finally it includes repetition because we cannot make other people
learn the language without repeating the materiars they are rearning; we haveto teach language skills *,rth practice; all skills depend on practice.
Therefore, all methods should include the four step< ^r teaching a languageselection, gradation, presentation and repetition- some ,'methods,, 

mayinclude only one or two of rhe four steps. sided as method. They may referonly to teaching techniques. They may refer to techniques of serectingIanguage materials, such as the Grammar Method or the Reading Method.Those "methods" do not incrude serection, gracration, presentatiort, andrepetition of language materials. These irinds of ,,methods,, may not beconsidered as methods, in the sense that they do not incrude all of the four@s mentioned above. Foilorving the discussion above, rnany traditionalmsods may be considered techniques; they may be techniques of serectingmaterials, techniques of presenting materials, or iechniques of evaluating thematerials that have been learned.
A method, which is deveroped based on some assumptions, of an

ryproach, includes the whole plan for the presentation of language materials.Since the plan is developed based on the same assumptions, no part of the
dan contradicts and alr parts make a unity. The unity of a method makes themethod distinctive' Even thouglr some assumptions of two different methodsmal' derive from the same theories, some other assumptions may bedweloped from different theories. How liule the difference is will make theMty of a method different from others. To mention somq the methods thathcve the whole pran for the presentation of language materiars are Audionmgual Method, Direct Method, silent wuy, T; physicar Responsgammunity Language Leaming and suggertop.a;u. Another way of rookinga method in language teaching has arso b"en suggested by Richards andtodg€rs (2001)' They state that at the level of a"rie, the objectives of

@Bage teaching language syflabus, content are determined. At the lever of

t
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design the roles of language teachers, instructional materials are arsospecified- A method is theoreticaily related ro u., uforoactq organized by thedesign, and practicary realized in procedure. using Richards and Rodgers,terms, method incrudes approach, design und p.o"iure. Even though theirdescription of method is different from Anthony,s, basicafly the two aresimilar, in the sense that a method shourd incrude assumptions aboutlanguage and language Iearning and it will be rcalizedin a set of teclmiquesof presenting materials to language learners, which is often called procedure.The difference befween methods can be easily observed from their.techniques' what is a technique then? The following discussion will describewhat is meant by technique.
As mentioned earrieq a technique is implementation, meaning that atechnique is something that actuary takes piace in ranguage teaching orlearning in the classroom- AII activities that tul" ptu"" in a language ciass aretechniques- The foflowing are some exampres of techniques in errorcorrection.

l ' The teacher does not praise or criticize so that language learners learn to

2' The teacher often praises *h"n a student has made a good thing inlearning (Audio Lingual Method).
3' When a sfudent has produced. a_\ETong expression, the teacher justrepeats the riqht one (Total physical n"rplnr+ .--'4' The teacher does not care *t* a sfutlent makes an error as long as itdoes not hinder communication (Natural Method)-

Techniques are not excrusive to certain methods. To some extend,different methods may have some similar techniques wen though they musthave other different techniques. Language teachers may deverop their owntechniques as long as the techniques are still consistent with the assumptionsor theories of the methods from which the techniq,r", i"riue. Techniques notonly include the presentation of langt'age material but also the repetition ofthe material' Thereforg the position"of a technique is at the imprementationphase and it is often cared procedure wh,e approach and method are at theIevel of design (Richards und Rodg".r, zool:20). Since techniques are alsodeveloped from an assumption (s) Jout the nature of ranguage, they will arsodeal with how the teaching materials * r"drJ, io*.n is often ca,edsyllabus: Ianguage syrabus wi, guide language ,*"r,"., to decide what to

13
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teach (selection), the order in which it is taught (gradation), how meaning orforms are conveyed (presentation), and what to be done to. master a ranguage(repetition)' since language syllabus is essential in understanding teaching
methods, which wilr be presented in the next modules, types of r*g,rug"
syllabus are discussed in this module. ' -r r -- -^ '*'5

There are at least six types of language syilabus (Re,y, tggg). Thedifference is shown b-asically based on the crilria-for grading and sequencing
the units of second Ianguage classroom activity. There are options in the unitsto be adopted- units can be based on an anarysis of the ranguage to beIearned, in terms of grammaficar structures or of rexicar items. urits lruy utrobe based on an analysis of the components of skilred behavior in the secondIanguage- Fotlowing are the six types that are commonry implemented inlanguage learning.

l- A structura1 syrtabus. The content of the language teaching is acollection of the forms and structures of the ranguage being taught.Examples include nouns, verbs, adjectives, statements, questions,
subordinate clauses, and so on.

2- A notionaufunctionar sylrabus. The content of the language teaching is ac.ollection of the functions or the notions that are performed when theIanguage is used. A notionar sllabus may cover functions of thelanguage such as greeting aporogrzing ,"qurrtirg and informing and itmay iuclude the notions of language such as age, coroq comparison andtime.
3- A situational syfiabus. The content of the language teaching is acollection of imaginary situations wrrere the ranguage is used. Asituational sylrabus may includ e at arestaurant, at schoor, meeting a newneighbor and seeing a doctor.
1' A skill-based syfiabus. The conJent of the language teaching is acollection of specific skills in using the target language. Exampres ofskills in using the target language may incrude reading for the main
_ ideq uniting good paragraphr, ana fistening fortheo,uio id"".5- A task-based sllabus. The content of the language baching includes aseries of purposeful tasks that language leamers need to perfiorm; tasksare defined as activities that are needJ when using the target language.Examples of a task-based syflabus may include apprying for a job,

l*t74
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ordering food via the terephone, and getting housing information overthe telephone.
6. A content-based syilabus. A content-based syilabus in language teachingis actua,y not a ranguage syrabus. The pa*uqrpurpose of instruction isto teach some subjects or information using the target tungrug. rn"subject is primary and language learning J""*, automatically whilelanguage rearners are studying the subje.*. An example of a content_based sylrabus is a science class that is taught in the target language.

The choice of a syllabus is a major decision. Even though there are sixtypes language syrlabus, in practice, there are combinations of two or more ofthe types discussed above. The choice really depends on the method that hasbeen developed based on an assumption about the nature of ranguage.Besides determinirrg the type of language sylla.b'us, assumptions both aboutlanguage and language rearning in approach urso d"t".rine the rores ofIanguage teachers and languag" r"u*"... The Roles of ranguage teachers Theroles of language teacher are arso regarded as techniques, which have beendeveloped based on assumptions introduced in approach. As discussedearlieq the assumptions about the nature of ranguage and the assumptionsabout language leaming w,r determine a, ptanJoirt" ranguage teaching,which is cailed a method. How an approach vie'rs the nature of language willdetermine how a language teacher shourd perform his or her rores. And, howafl approach believes about the conditions that pro*or" ranguage learningwill also determine the rores of language teachers. principafiy, Ianguageteachers have two functions: the instructionar function and the managerialfunction (wright, I9g7: 52). The trvo-filnctio* **piement each other; theformer wourd be more or less impossibre without tt 
" 

tuu",. rn practicg it isdifiicult to separate the two and langu4ge teachers can perform bothfunctions simurtaneousry. some methods *"]., ,uggor-*i,, rung*ge teachersto perform the instructionar function more than t'e manageriar one, wh,esome other methods may encourage the language teachers to function as themanager of the classroom mofe. In some methods the rore of a ranguageteacher is very dominant while in some other methods the teacher role is lessdominant in instructional strategies. As stated in Richards and Rodgers,20al:28, some methods are totairy depeadent on the i*t o as a source ofknowledge and direction; others .e" tr,e drhd;;u, 
"uorvrr, 

consurtangguide, and moder for rearning. understanding the rores of language teachers

15
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will be important for understanding the methods, which will be discussed in
most of the next modules. Following are the most common roles of language
teachers, which are implemented in different methods.
1- Language teacher functions as an organi zer inthe classroom- The teacher

maintains discipline to the extent that an effective learning atmosphere is
established- [t can be done by involving the learners more actively in the
classroom activities that demand inter-student communioation and co-
operative efforts.

2' Language teacher functions as a counselor. The teacher role is to respond
the learners' problems non-judgmentally and help the learners to ieach
what they want to learn-

3- Language teacher functions as a motivatoq the language teacher gives
praise and encouragement for positive efforts by the learners. It can be
done by giving positive feedback on returned assignments.

4' Language teacher firnctions as an observer. The teacher shows the errors
that the learners have produced and let the learners work on the
correction-

5' Language teacher functions as a model for producirg correct expressions
and judges E'hether the learners' contributions to the learning process and
their efforts are relevant and correct.

6' Language teacher fi.rnctions as a resource of knowledge and direction.
The teacher establishes a position of dominance over the learners in
selecting the materials to learn and also how to acquire them.

The teacher role wifi determine the role of language learners
automatically. when a language teacher is very dominan! Ianguage learners
will be less dominant in learning teaching interaction. Some methods have
been criticized for making language learners stimulus-response mechanisms
udrose learning is a result of repetition. Language learners will be more active
in learning when a language teacher can be less silent in the classroom. The
role relationship of language rearner and teacher are many and varied from
mre method to another- some methods suggest that they shourd be in an equar
position but in some other rnethods the role of the language teacher is
regarded as the primary source of skills and knowledge in language learning.
Johnson and Paulston (cited in Richards and Rodgers, 2001: 2g) suggest five
possible learner roles that can make language learners more autonomous.

16
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Following are the rores of ranguage rearners which are suggested byadvocates of different methods.
1- Learners pran,their own learning program and thus urtimately assumeresponsibiiify for what they do in the classroom.2- Learners monitor and evaluate their own progress.

4. Learners tutor other learners.
5' Learners learn from the teacheq from other students, and from otherteaching sources.

N
=

AtrTIVITY

Untuk memperdalam pemahaman Anda mengenai rnaten di atas,
kerj akanlah lati han berikutl

1) what is the difference between approach and method?2) rt is assumed that you agree with the assumption that language is theeveryday spoken utterance of the average p".ron at normar speed, whattechniques may you develop from the assumption?3) what assumptioa about language has inspired a content_based syflabus?4) Develop three techniques tha-t may have been deveroped from theassumption that language is learned logica[y, expanding upon whatlanguage leamers already know?5) what shourd the teacherdo if he/she agrees that the rore of the ranguageteacller functions as a counselor?

Key toActivity

An approach is a set of correrative assumptions dearing with the natureof language and the 
_nature of language rearning and teaching andmethod is the whole plan of language teaching which is consistentwith the theories

The possible techniques are
a) The language materiars are deveroped based on sifuationar syflabus.b) The selection of the language materials, is based on what nativespeakers say, not what they have to say.

1)

2)

L7
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c) The culture of the native speakers is discussed in order tounderstand the contexts in which the languag" ir rpok"r.

3) The underlying assumption of the syllabus is that language occursautomaticaily while ranguage learners are studying a subject at schoor_4) There are many possible techniques that can b'e developed from theassumption above, e.g.:
a) Language rearners are Ied to use their previous knowredge to cometo conclusions
b) Teaching starts from what the rearners arready know in order toencourage association processes.
c) The teacher only intervenes when necessary to avoid confusion.Teacher manipurates the situation in the class so that the process ofassociation easily takes pracq for exampre by asking questionswhich are related to the topic.

5) rf the teacher functions as a counseror, the ranguage learners must behis/her clients' This assumption belongs ,o u *Lhod that is called theTotal physical Response. The techniques &at may derive from thisassumption can be as follows:
a) The language learners may choose topics of their own interests.b) The ranguage teacher corrects learners, erors in non_judgmentalmanner.
c) The Ianguage teacher considers rearners, feering and keep themsecure in learning-teaching interaction

S U M MA.RY

A number of ways of conceptl[ring approaches, methods andtechniques may have ul"n p.oporJ nltre.1ent people may have differentways of concepruarizing ttlm. unJerstanang to#p"lpr" conceptualizethe terms w,l nrovi$ 
1"r$"s" i"u"h".. -rnittr i-Ji*.. picture ofIanguage teachinl merhods. ft,i;;;.rstanding may avoid the teachersfrom misundersiil':t irr" 

-["*prr 
"Ton; themsetves. Folrowingertain methodg language teachers r"{ g" clp.JJio deverop ttreirm t'echniques by considering ttr" uno"aying principles of the methods.Approaches and methods u." riruiiuJy pennanent bui techniques may be

irs l
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adapted to the environment of the. ranguage Iearners and languageteachers' The procedure of a method, w[ich **pri.", u set oftechniques, may not be fixed even though the-urru.rptions of anapproach and rhe basic principres of a methoJur" rlutio"ry fixed.g FE RMATTVE TEEiT Z

Choose one A, B, C or D to the right answer!

1) The teaching rnateriar "expressing happiness,, may be found in a bookwhich has been developed'based on . "'*.
A strucfural syllabus:
B. notional syllabus
C. situational syllabus
C student task syllabus

2) which technique may have been derived from the assumption that theskills of speaking, Iisiening, reading r"a ,*irirg rJnfo."" one another?A' Language teacher it".rppor"a to deal .iiir, uu four skills whenworking 
9n each linguistiC obj ective.B. writing should be plesentJ un", the students master a reading text.c' orar mastery of languug" .o*p"tence shourd be the first priority.D. Language is what niti"I ,f"urers say.

3) 
*1;?::tt"ns 

about language and language learning are discussed at the
A approach
B. technique
C. method
D. design

The overalt plan of language teaching is called....A. approach
B. technique
C. method
D. procedure

Preparation of teaching materials can be seen from....A. assumptions
B. methods

4)

5)

irg:
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Uwrr g.

Engtish as a Foreign Language and Eng tish
as a Second Language

(o T*"*e teaching is influenced by ideas on the nature of language

"q(langiuage theories) and the leaining conditions that make learners to
acquire the language (learning theories).

Differences in language theories may affect the selection of the teaching
materials and differences in learning theories may affect the teaching
methods' A method that is based on the assumption that we learn another
Ianguage as a child learns his native language (Ll) will differ from one based
on the assumption that learning a foreign language is not the same as learning
a rnother tongue. tt may be argued that the actual teaching of English in
Indonesia may differ from the English teaching in Malaysia or teaching
English in the united states of America, in-which people should leam
English in the conditions where the language is used for comrnunication in
their 

jailv lives. some people prefer to call the former leaming English as a
foreign language and the ratter lea*ting F*tgtish as a seconc{ tanguige.

Not all people agree with the distinction between second langpnge and
Joreign language Dulay, Burt, Krashen (1982) states that seconJ tuiguug"
acquisition includes rearning a new ranguage in a foreign ranguage cJntext
(e'g- English in Mexico or German in the United States) as well as learning anew language in a host language environment (e.g. German in German).
They use the term second tanguage (r.2) to refer to uott, foreign and host
languages and the teaching methods apply to the acquisition of both (19g2:
1I). rt implies that the way to teach endirt * u ,""orrd language is not
necessarily different from the way to teach English as a foreign tanguagq arro
udrether English is learned in Indonesia or in Malaysia, English is called the
target language

Even though they seem not to agree to the distinction between second
language and foreign language, Krashen (19g5: g) differentiates the fwo
different ways of gaining atargetlanguage. He states that there are two waysof developing ability in a target ranguage: ,'acquiisitiotr,, and ,,tea.ning,,.
Acquisition is defined as a subconscious pr*"r, that is identical to trr.
process used in first language acquisition in all important ways, while
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ther people learn Engrish as a second language or a foreign ranguage,

:""i-S:?:y:" language. The learning of the target language canon a variety of patterns. Dozens of factors are invorved ;;if C;;iher we can make it possibre to propose a comprete anarysis of a[ theNevertheless, there are sorts of opinions and beriefs on what
.laleuase learning. Mackey (1975. rba-rz+1 suggests rhat there aree main influences that determine the rearning, ;;; ringuistig social

fy"l:,:-::1^,llyT*r. rhe three influ"n""i'*uy *ur.. the teaching ofh as a second language or as a foreign ranguage different. In ttreing section, the three influences will be discussed and the ideas
here are adapted from Mackey (1975)

LINGUTSITC

I)ifferences

Process and progress in learning a target language
tre target language differs from ttre mother tongue

mother tongue interferes with the target language.

may depend on (l)
and (2) how much

nces in phonology may cause difficurties in producing sounds inIangu4ge and in combining the sounds. For exampre, someian learners find it difficult to pronounce trre word ,rt ",,i'#"iffi;;r&e pronunciation for the word ,,sea,, or ,,see,,.

22
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rn the rearm of vocabulary, the diflicurty of a target language, dependson the number of words which are sirnila. ,o ,rr. words in their mothertongue- If the mother tongue of the ranguage l"u*"., has a large number ofwords which are simirar or the same as tjre words found in ttre target

,ilffi: 
the language learners may find it easier to rearn the target

A Ianguage learner whose culture is similar to the cuiiure of the targetlanguage may find it less difficult to understar,a trr" contexts in which thetarget language is used. Learning.another ranguage @nnot be separated fromIearning its culture' Difficulties-in understarldirig anottrer curture may arsoc.use difficurties in rearning the ranguage in which the 
"utr,rrJi;;;. 

"^-'
In the fierd of graphics some language rearners are more handicappedthan other rearners because their languug" hu, a differen t way of how thelanguage is written. There are many ways of how ranguages are written;some languages are more arphabetical, for 

""r*pt* krdonesian, and someother languages are not arphabe,ticl- fo. "*ffi" chinese. In rearningEnglisF,, rndonesian learners may find it easier to und".rtand Engrish wordsthan Chinese learners.

2. Interference
when peopre rearn another language, their mother tongue sometimesinterferes with q" target language. This phenomenon is often calledinterference- rnterfereo"" i, onJn caused by the similarifies between theirmother tongue and thg target language- How their mother tongue interfereswith a new language dependr on i,rt"trrer they 

"o r*rning to speak the new" language or simpry theyare learning to understand the language by listening

il:"[:*:: 
The possibiritv of transfer from Ll can be negative or positive

If they are learning to speak the target languagg the similarities betweenthe two languages may cause much diffilurty. to"i *,, use their knowredgeof their mother tongue and based on ths moieage they may produceutterances wrrich do not exist in the target ranguage $i"k"rron , 1975:405).The negative interference may rezurt in eoois ul,t i"u.rr"rs, e,,ors af,e notnecessariry caused by the interference of their mother tongue. Differentpeople may have proposed different classifications of effors (corder, 1974and Dulay, Burt an{ Krashen, 19g2); the fortowing types of errors and theiraamples are taken from Duray, Burt and Krashen (-t%i: ts4-L6z).
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B. SOCTAL

Since language is essentially social phenomenon, the social influences
on language leaming are numerous and interrelated in complex ways. There
are some contacts that are classified under social factors that influence the
process of language learning; they are home, community. occupation, school,
religious meeting radio/televisiorq and reading matters. These contacts make
differences between English leamed as a foreign langr-'age and learned as a

second languagg and community seems to be the contact that most
difttrentiates the target language as a second language and the target
language as a foreign language.

The people with whom we continually use atarget language have some
eflect on the fiiarrrrer and skill with which ws uSe the language. Language
learners can meet with the people and community. The community is very
important for the learning and maintenance of a language. A learner of a

target language who has no contact with a community in which the language
is spoken will have more possible failure to learn or maintain his/her target
language. Learning a target language only inside the classroom is quite
different from the natural rvays of leaming. The process of learning a target
language in the classroom is dominated by the teacher- The teacher becomes
the only member of the community of the target language. Language learners
almost find it impossible to be involved in social activities where the target
language is used. Language teaching classrooms spend more time to deal
with the knowledge of the target language: grammatical rules and grammar
orrection. It is different from the conditions in which the target language is
learned as a second language; language learners really make use of the target
language in nafural situations. The naturalness of using the language is one of
the important factors that play an important role in the success of learning the
target languagg and the naturalness is likely to be found in the community in
wtrich the target language is used in daily communications.

There is a general assumption that the learning which takes place in
natural and educational settings is very different in nature and natural settings
lead to higher levels of L2 proficiency than educational settings (Etlis, 1996;
214-215).In natural settings informal learning occurs while formal learning
(rccurs through conscious attention to rules and principles and greater
emphasis is placed on the mastery of the language as a subject matter.
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tly, second language acquisition results in native-like use of the
language, while foreign language learning does not.

PSYCHOI,OGICAL

second (foreign) language learners can differ in many ways skehan
i9: 4) states some of the psychological differences of learners include age,
ligence, aptifude, motivation, attitude, personality, and cognitive styles.
will limit ourselves to a discussion of motivation and a.ttitude since the
differences of language learners belong to affective characteristics of

learners @ls et aI, 1984: 
'l 

l5). The two affective characteristics are
considered non-innate differences, which can be learned by language

or conditioned by language teachers so that language teachers can
language learners with conditions that are needed for effective
learning.

Motivation
The role of motivation in learning a foreign language is not question;

studies of the relationsirip between motivation and language
ment for examplq Lukmani (1972) and olshtain et al. (t990) have
evidence of the relationship between them. Nevertheless, different

ts have been provided about the role of motivation in language learning
different studies have also proposed different types of motivation.
es on the role of attitudes and motivation in foreign language leaming
been dominantly inspired by Gardner and Lamb ert (L972)- Gardner and

bert classi$ motivation in learning a foreign language under two types.
first is integrative motivation, motivation to integiate to another culture,

il the second is instrumental motivation, motivation to acquire a language
r means for atfaining instrumental goals: furthering career, getting a job,

so forth. Both may exist before the learners decide to learn another
- The studies on motivation; however, have arrived at different
ion of findings in relation to language learning. some studies (wen

Johnson, L997 and OlshtairL Shohamy, Kemp and Chatow (1990) have
m that motivation, with other L2 learner variables, has a direct effeot on

proficiency. They have uncovered that the correlation between
ion and achievement in English is strong and shows that motivation
achievement on an English test.
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Many studies on afiitude have referred to the findings of Thurstone,stdy conducted in 1946. tn his study, he defines attitude as the intensity of;mitive or negative affect for or against a psychorogicar object. Attirude is ad,,ively constant system of evaluati!'e processes towards an object(s) basedr what individuals have learned in previous seuings. The affective

5:i::^r::,111'": "br:": 
*1I l*e" along a continuum from positiveuft*s to negative varues. Baker (rggz, p.zg) states thr;;n,,;;;J# ,,n umbrella term, under which resides .a variety of specific terms, such asto language groups, to language lesson, and ,o the uses of specific:' Related to teaching Engrish as a second/foreign language, therey be three types of attitude: f ; attituaes to English, 2) "_#;:;;d.;:.:Ti"fj:o:]::*:1,. and 3) atritudes toltive speakers of Engtishivadi, 1999). Each of them can be separated and dJ;; .:H,;ffi]lude in learning a targ€t ranguage may affect motivation in rearning, the

uage, motivation can mediate any reration between language attitudeslanguage achievement.

Ltnfuk memperdararn pemahaman Anda mengenai materi di atas,
kerj akanlah latihan berikut !

lilhat is the difference between acquisition and learning in language?
What is the target language?
How does the mother tongue interfere with the target ranguage?Gve a reason why social factors play an i*pJrturri role in learninganother language?

fulain how psychorogical factors determine the success in learning theEget language?

bActivity

acquisition refers to the process of learning another language in whichhnguage learners are not arways aware of the resurts; they are not verymcerned with grammatical rures and error correctior. Learning refers

27



or the UK. As a result, learners may get a great deal of exposure to the
language since English is used in every aspect of the society,s life:
education, dairy conversation, trading, business, raw, poritics, etc. The
majority of the English learners, nevei-theless, study this in non_English
speaking countries. rn countries rike Mataysia, tndia, Mexico, singapore
and so on, peopre use Engrish as a second tanguage. some schoors (or
particular levels in some schools) use English as the language of
instruction- rn some countries, such as Nigeria, peopre of different ethnic
groups may use English to communicate with each other.

ln some countries rike rndonesia, Metnam and china, Engrish is regarded
as a foreign language; therefore, it is common to consider the context of
English learning in these places as EFL (English as a Foreign Languaoe)
context. People do not use it as lingua franca or the rneans of
communication in several format situations such as educational activity,
governmental activity and law ln the study of English learning, ESL and
EFL are regarded as simirar in contexts, since, to some extent, they share
similar situation- tn rndonesia Engrish has become one of compursory
subjects taught in Junior and senior High schools in lndonesia. English is
considered as one important foreign ranguage that shourd be acquired by
lndonesians for many reasons, such as for education and economic
development. However, despite having reamt Engrish for about 6 years,
most of lndonesian students are still unsatisfactory in their English skills.

Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL)
The lnstruction of Engrish as a foreign ranguage may occur in any country,
whether English speaking or not. Leamers of EFL study Engtish for
different purposes: passing the examination, c€lreer devetopment,
pursuing their education, etc. tn most countries, Engrish as a Foreign
Language is part of the educationar cunicurum, particularry in state
schools. ln lndonesia, Engrish is a compursory subject in senior and junior

i
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high schools. ln the lower levels, such as in elementary schools and in
kindergarten, English is not a compulsory subject; it can be taught to the
students as the local content subject (muatan lokat).

Teaching and learning has a very close relationship and one into another
cannot be defined apart. Brown (1997: p.6) identifies the components of
definition of learning as follow:

1. leaming is acquisition or getting

2. leaming is retention of information or skill

3. retention implies slorage systems, memory, cognitive organization
4. learning involves active, conscious focus on and acting upon even

outside or inside the organism

5- leaming is reratively permanent, but subject to forgetting
6. leaming invorves some forms of practice, perhaps reinforced

practice

7. learning is part of changes in behavior.

Furthermore, Brown defines teaching as'guiding and facilitating learning,
enabling leamer to learn, and setting the condition for learning."

Competence and performance

one of ihe famous issues in second ranguage tearning is chomsrqy,s
concept of competence and performance (1g66). competence refers to
the abstract and unseen representation of language knowledge inside our
mind, with its probabirity to make and comprehend originar utterances in a
given language. on the other hand, performance deats with the data of
real utterances which people have produced (Mitchel and Myles, 2001:
15). Hence, competence is truly unobservable, wtrile performance is
observable. Possibry, students' knowredge of Engrish is far greater than
their ability to perform their language knowledge. ln many cases, students
do very well in writing but do not perform satisfactorily in speaking. or,
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Chapter 4

Factors Affectin g Foreign Lari guage Learn in g :

lndividual Differences

The idea that individuar differences of second ranguage (L2) rearners may
influence their second ranguage acquisition is generaily accepted. rn
actuar rife, particurarry in formar rearning setting, rearners may show
different levels of proficienqr even though they get similar treatment from
their teacher. Factors .rvhich may infruence second Language Acquisition
(sLA) are age, motivation, and inteffigence, and arso reaming styre,
personarity, reamer berief, attitude and aptitude. The fact that some adutt
leamers are more successfur at acguiring Engrish as L2 than others hasled to investigations of individuar characteristics as predictors of
successful L2 acquisition.

A. Age

People want to know precisery when seoond ranguage education shourd
be started particurarry in formar schoor conte>ct- This is one reason of why
age becomes one important topic in the study of sLA. Some researdrers,br example Artman, Larsen-Freeman and Long, show that one factor
onfributing to the individuar differenes that shourd be considered in L2
leaming is age. There have been rines of research in the area of age that
lead to significant imprication to the educationar poricy and prognams.
lbstly, the age studies focus on four topics, i.e., criticar period for
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At the end of this chapter, you should be able to:
f identify factors affecting Engrish as Foreign Language rearning.
2. explain the effect of individuat differences to SLA.

3' discuss some research findings of individual differences that influence ELT.



language learning (cpH or critical period Hypothesis), urtimate attainment
and rate of acquisition.

1. CPH

It can be argued that cpH significanfly supports the common berief
saying that chirdren are better L2 rearner than adurts, severar studies
examining CPH led to open ended topics of discussion. Below are
some experts,arguments about CpH.
o Lenneberg (1g67): "normar ranguage deveropment might pro@ss

within a ri.nited age range period prior to puberty w*h the
estabrishment of "cerebrar raterarization of function,, ( snow and
Hoefnagel_Hohle, 197 B:1 1 4)

o Mcraughrin (1992):'it was a myth that adurts, as the rate rearners
are unable to attain better proficiency-,,

o Marinova-Todd, Marshar and snow (2000): ,,the existence of cpH
was sti* debatabre and there has been biased in some research
supporting it.,

The focus of cpH studies recenfly is comparing the native speakers to
the rearners of L2 (native-rike, near native or sright native).rt is berieved
that phonorogy, incruding pronunciation, is the area that adutts find
most difficurt to acquire. Thomson (1gg1) impried that startin g L2
leaming earry wourd not direcfly make rearners ae4uire native-speaker
proficiencies straight away eventhough they had the best rearning
circumstance.

2. Ultimate attainment

Ultimate attainment has occasionafiy and erroneousry been used as asynonym for native- Iike proficiency; however, it accuratery describes
the finar state of the sLA (Birdsong, 2aoo:11).some studies in
naturaristic context generaily prove that earty starters outperform the
late starters, e.g. oyama (1976), patkowski (19g0). some studies in
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classroom contexts revealed that the late beginners are better than lhe
early beginners, e-g- Burstail (197s) (esp. in reading, wrfting and
speaking), Oller and Nagato (1974).

3. Rate of Acquisition

There are some short-term studies ranging from a few minutes to few
months that focus on the rate of acquisition; for exampre Asher and
Price (1967), Olsen and Samuels (1g1a). Krashen ef a/. conclude that
"adults ar-e superior to chitdren in the rate of acquisition, and ,otder
chirdren ream more rapidry than younger chirdren,, (Eilis, 1gg4: 4g5).
support for them comes from Larsen-Freeman and Long (1ggl, 1ss)
who strated that order rearners were faster than chirdren, and order
children uere faster than younger chirdren. Furthermore, they added
that the rate benefit is rimited to certain aspects i.e., earry morphotogy
and syntax. Moreover, those aspects also occur just in short term as
those disappear after a few months.

studies of the effect of age on the rate of L2 acquisition in generd
shcw that to some extent adurts perform better than chirdren in a
formal instructional context. This situation may bring signifiat
inbrmation to the L2 education. chitdren, teenagers and adutts reilr
differently. Therefore, it is important for the teactrer to consider le
influence of age and maturity to the Engrish crassroom. The forhiu
are the characteristics of 3 groups of reamers based on age/rnatfrir
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rnove

Able to keepstl
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B. lntelligence

Traditionarty, inteiligence is the term that refers to "performance oflcertain kinds of tests" (Lightbowand spad a,2001: 31). Moreover they
states that these tests are often ailied with success in schoor. For bngtime peopre use rQ test as a means to predict how successfur alanguage tearners wiil be. considering this, Lighbow and spada fDifJbelieve that" intertigence is comprex and that individuars have manykind of abirities and strengths, not ail of which are measured bytraditionalle test."

Howard Gardner deveroped a set of criteria that he used to detemfrre
'what constitutes an inteiligence,, (Boggeman, 1996). He used these
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Recenfly Existentiar Inteiligence - sensitivity and capacity to tackre deepquestions about human existence, such as the meaning of rife, why rrrredie' and how we get here are also counted as part orrt 
" 

n,,r.

Persons wtro are ringuisticary interigent abre to use words effectivery bothofially and in writing. They are abre to use ranguage effectivery using

criteria to identiff some intelligence. lnitially there are T criteria until atlast he incrude naturarist. This theory is cailed Murtipre rnteilige;

Figure 1. Gardner,s Multiple tntelligence Theory:

d. noaity-rin-esthEi[

f . lnterpersonal

Sensitivitytoilre@

b. togicat-naathEilIt[J The ability ro n.
pattern and order.

Sensitivityto@

The ability.o u

e. Visua/spatial The ability to O

or transform aspects of that world.
The ability to u

Access ro on"

h. Naturalist The ability to

consequentiar distinctions in the natura! wortd and to use -- -
ability productively ( in hunting farming, biological sdencl-

{Boggeman, 1996: r<xii-xxiii}
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various ways, such as to convince others to do something, to memorfze
information, and to tark about ranguage itserf (christisson, 1996). Gardner
proposes that everyone has the capacity to deverop a[ inteiligences to areasonabry high rever. This information is encouraging for ranguage
teachers- rt may mean that teachers can herp the second tanguage
leamers to develop their intelligences--including linguistic intelligence. lt iswidely believed that the combination of the right environmental influences
and quarity instruction takes a significant rore in the ranguage rearning
su@ess; and teachei-s may take part on both oi these.

C. Motivation

It is widery agreed that motivation is a key factor in second ranguage (L2)
or foreign language (FL) leaning success. peopte may start learning L2 orFL because of various reasons that may 

"ome 
intrinsica*y or extrinsicary.

Many peopre nowadays enjoy rearning L2tFLand ,.y hard to get high reverproficiency- some others rearn these not because they want it but mererybecause they shourd do it that way, for exampre some students inESUEFL oontext *am L2'FL because the educationar poricies in theircountries ask them to do so. rt seems that for some peopte, rearningsecond or foreign ranguages, to some extent, may be just a matter ofcfroice r:ather than a necessity, but for some others it becomes anessentiar action, as there are a rot of benefits that go wn *rat ;; r;;response of peopre toward ranguage rearning is varied, it is interesting tofind out the reasons behind that, which then bring to the discussion aboutmotivation.

irrctivation, in broad-spectrum, refers to the effort in which rearners putleaming into practice as a resurt of their need or desire to do it. Eris (1gg4:
237) stated that motivation, which was viewed as independent of ranguage
aptitude, had a major impact on rearning in informar as wefl as fonnarleaming contexts. wiriam and Burde n (1997:111) stated that reaming
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was possibre to occur when peopre want to do it. rhe term want mayindr'cate that there is an active proess within someone that drive him/herto act something. Dornyei (2005:66) exprained that motivation concernswith the primary question of .why peopte think and behave as they do." rtis assumed that the use of the word .and,, indicates that thinking andbehaving are the continuing pro@ss that cannot be separated.

Numbers of hypothesis rise in the riterature r.egarding motivation, andmany times, these hypotheses have been offered based on resurtsobtained in research in very different contexts and different measurements(Masgoret and Gardner, 2003). various schorars, such as Gardner andLambert (1972), lvan and Deci (2000), Noers et att.(2000), and Domyei
eAOq have offered frameworks in viewing motivation. *Gardner 

andLambert {1972) viewed second ranguages as mediating factors betweendifferent ethnoringuistic communities and thus regarded the motivation toleam ranguages of the oornmunity as a primro ,or". responsibte forenhancing or hindering intercurturar communication and affiriation"(Domyei, 2005: 67). Gardner and Lambert (1972) distinguished'instrumentat motfvation,, as one ttrat arises because of the existence ofthe functrbnal goals, such as job, and 'integrative motivation, as one thatoccurs when the individuar is expected to identiff with the second orforeign ranguage group's cuttures (as cited in Eris, 1gg4, p. 715).However, aeording to Dornyei (2005), their craim indicated that a forergnlanguage is not a sociocurtura*y neutrat fierd but is affected by a range ofsocio-curturar hctors such as ranguage attitudes, culturar stereotypes andeven geopolitical considerations.

Ryan and Deci's (1985, 2000) self-determination theory, dividesmotivation into tuo general types: intrinsic and extrinsic. This theory hasbecome the most influencing approach (Dornyei, 2005). The serf_determination theory determined that intrinsic motivation (rM) is based on
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the intrinsic interest in activity, whire extrinsic motivation (EM) is based onrewards extrinsic to activity itserf (Ryan and Deci, 2000). According toNoers ef. art (2003: 34-34), intrinsic motivation (rM) is motivation ,,to
engage in activity because that aclivity is enjoyabre and satisfuing to do,,,whire EM is "actions canied out to achieve some instrumentar end, suchas earning a reward or avoiding a punishment., vallerand and hiscoileagues as cited in Noers et at. (2003) offered three_part taxonomy ofintrinsic motivation: lM-knowledge, tM-accomplishment anc tM-stimutation.They exprained that tM-knouredge refe*ed to the motivation to do anaction for "the feering associated with exproring new ideas and deveropingknowredge" whire tM-Accomprishmentrefers to the ,,sensations 

rerated toattempting to master a task or achieve a goar,,, whereas rM_stimuration,
rerates to motivation "based simpry on the sensations stimutated byperforming the task,' tike aesthetic appreciation or fun and excltement.

Ryan and Deci (2000) put the externar, introjected, identified andintegrated regurations, as parts of EM. However, in reiation to education,there are three types of EM which is based on ,,to extent to which the serfmotivation is serf-determined,, (vafierand , 1gg7; varerand et a1., 1gg2,1993 as cited in Noeis et ai.,2003). The first is cailed externar regutation,i.e., those activities that are determined by sources extematto the person,such as tangibre beneftts or costs. The next is introjected regutation whichrefers to reasons that pertain to performing an activity due to some type ofpressure that individuals have incorporated into the seff, such that theycomper themserves to carry out that activit/, moreover, eventhough thec€ruse of the pressure is internar, it is not setf determined as the individuarswere responding to a pressure, ,,not 
acting on the basis of personalctroice'' The third is identified reguration, in which persons invest energy inan activity as they have chosen to do so for personafiy rerevant reasons.lntegrated reguration occurs when identified regurations are furyassimilated to the self (Ryan and Deci, 2AOO:73)
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D. Setf Esteem

self esteem is "a personal judgment of worthiness that is expressed in the
attitudes that the individuar hords towards himserf,(coopersmith in Brown,
1987: 101-1a2)' lt "refers to the degree to which individuals feel confident
and berieve themserves to be significant peopre. rt is manifested at
different revers (grobar, situationar and task),, (Eris, 1994.51g).Brown
(1982: 102) argues that grobar serf esteem is rerativery stabre in a mature
adurt, and is resistant to change except by active and extended theiapy.-
situationar/ specific serf esteem refers to one,s appraisars of onesetf foi
certain rife situation, such as sociat interaction, work, education, horne oron certain relativety discretely defined traits-intelligence, communicative
abirity, athretic abirity, or personarity traits rike gregariousness, empathy
and flexibility' Task of self esteem reiates to particular tasks within specific
situation. Heyde (197g) found that setf esteem correrated positivery withorar production; But, Gardner and Lambert (1972) faired to find dreir
significant relationship.

E. Inhibition

lnhibition refers to the extent to which individuals build defenses to protect
their egos. peopte vary in how adaptive their tanguage egos are. i.e. howweil they are to dear wfth the identity conflict invorved in L2 teaming.
Guiora et al. (1972 and 19g0) in Brown (19g7) used al"ohor and varium
administered in differing quantities to redue inhibition as measuring
instrument His study showed that subjects given alcohol showed befrerpronunciation rffirile valium had no effect.

F. Risk Taking

Ehnnan and oxford (1995) specifically linked it to risk taking because
those wfio can torerate ambiguity are more rikery to take risks in ranguage
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reaming, an essentiar factor for making progress in the tanguage (Beebee,1983; Brown, 19g7; Ely, 1gg6; Stevick, 1976).

There are five levels of risk{aking behavior:
1. the uninhibited risk_taker
2. the analytical risk_taker
3. the cautious risk_taker
4. the inhibited risk-taker
5. the non risk_taker

G. Learning Style
Learning styre is used to describe an individuar naturar, habituar, andpreferred way of absorbing, processing and rehiniflg nerv,nformation andski's (Reid, 1gg5 in Lighbow and spada, 1996). some rearners may becategorized as 'aurar" ,visua'or, ,kinesthetic., 

considerabre research thatfocus on ognitive reaming styre categorize rearners into fierd independentand fierd independent tearners. rf you are fierd independent, you wi*concentrate on the mmpursory and rerevant rJetairs and you wi, not be'distracted by surrounding but inetevant detaits, (Brown, 1gg7: g4). peopbwfrose fieH independent are dominant are usually more independentcompetitive' and serf confident 'Fierd-dependent persons tend to be npresociarized, tend to derive their serf identity ftom peopre around them, ardusually more emphatic and perceptive of feetings and thoughts of otrers-(Brown, 1g97: g6).

Richard M. Ferder and Barbara A. soroman give suggestions horv trrefollowing four types of tearners can help themselves:

Jrlr''" 
and Refrective Learners - wirt retain information befter !*,en r,rry

;;:i:r,tfflntuitive 
Leamers - need to see how inrormation qn**



3. Visual and Verbal Leamers - need

words.

4. Sequential and Global Learners -
understand how information connects

master the details.

summaries or outlines in their own

need to get the big picture and

to other topics before they can

Kolb.sLearningStyles(Source:537Courseconte

1' Accomrnodators (Concrete experience/Active experimenter) are motivated by the
question, "what would happen if I did this?" They consider what they can do, as well as

what others have done previously. They are able to see relationships among aspects of a
system. Encoufaging independent discovery accommodators like to be active
participants in their learning and to offer taboratories, field work, observations or trigger
films.

2' Assimilators (Abstract conceptualization/Refiective observeri are motivated to
answer the question, "what is there to know?" They like accurate, organized delivery of
information and respect the knowledge of the expert. They are not comfortable
randomly exploring a system. They like to tet the 'right' answer to the problem, use the
lecture method, video or audio presentation, fotlowed by a demonstration, explore a

subject in a lab followed by a tutorial, and use !cgs, journals, or brainstorming.

3' Convergers (abstract conceptualization/active experimenter) are motivated t6
discover the relevancy or the "how" of a situation. Application and usefulnp<. of
information is increased by understanding detailed information about a systerm-s

operation' By means of lectures, papers, analogies, simulations, cas€ studfies" ard
homework, students prefer interactive instruction, computer assisted instructios\ ,,r
problem sets or workbooks.

4' Divergers (concrete/reflexive learners) are motivated to discover tfie nefiryar,m ur
"why" of a situation. They reason from concrete specific information and Fke to emuhrnn
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what a ryrte,
systematic, reasoned manner, and enjoy using the recture method that foqnrrc m
specifics for example the strengths, weaknesses and uses of a system, and use rrrnur-m
exploration of a system. Teachers shourd answer questions, make s,gtestim* tprovide reference guides to the students.

other research categorizes learning style based on the individuat,s
personality/temperament: extroversion_introversion, sensing _ intuition,
th in king-feelin g, judg in g_perceiving.

Myers-Briggs fype I nUicatoT

1. Extroversion_lntroversion (Attitudes)

whether to direct perception and judgment mainry on the outer worrd (E) or mainym
the world of ideas (l); a person's basic orientation, attitude toward rife. Extroverts - fto focus their perception and judgment on peopre and objects. rntroverts tend b futheir perception and judgment on concepts and ideas.

2' Sensing perception-rntuitive perception (process of perception)
which kinds of perception are preferred when one needs or wishes to perceivq rmay rely primarily on the process of sensing (s), which reports obsenrable facts chappenings through one or more of the five senses; or one may rery more on fte r.,Eobvious process of intuition (N), which reports meanings, rerationships a,ur apossibilities that have been worked out beyond the reach of the conscious mind-

3' Thinking Judgment-Feering Judgment (process of Judgment)
which kind of judgment to trust when one needs or wishes to make a decision; a Frenemmay rely primarily on thinking (O to decide impersonally on the basis d hEH
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consequences, or a person may rely primarily on feeling (F) to decide primarily sr I
basis of personal or social values.

4. Judging-Perceiving (Style of Dealing with the Outside World)

Whether to deal with the outer world in the judging (J) attitude (using Thinkftg
judgment or Feeling judgment), or in the perceptive (P) attitude (using Sensirg

perception or lntuitive perception). A person who prefers judgment (J) has reported a

preference for using a judgment process (either T or F) for dealing with the outside

world. A person who prefers perception (P) has reported a preference for using a
perceptive process (either s or N) for dealing with the outside world.

Note. Taken from Myers-Briggs and McCaulley (19g5, p. 2).

H. Tolerance of Ambiguity
Frenkel-Brunswick (1949: 11s) states that intolerance for ambiguity was ,,a

tendency to resort to black-and-wtrite solutions, to arrive at premature
closure, often at the neglect of reality.,, Budner (1g62) believed that
intolerance for ambiguous situation is usually peroeivec as sources of
threats. Jonassen and Grabowski (1993) think that 'toterant individuals
should perform well in new and complex learning situations'. on the other
hand, intolerant leamers have a tendency to avoid or give up wtren
encountering ambig uous situations.

ln his summary of research by Naiman et al. (197s) and chapelle and
Roberts (1980), Ellis described tolerance of ambiguity as a dimension d
second language leaming which 'entails an ability to deat with ambiguous
new stimuli without frustration and without appeals to authority [e.g., the
first languageJ. lt allows for indeterminate rather than rlgid categorization'
(p. 518).
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